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Summary

Consider the two parameter inverse Gaussian distribution. Suppose one is
interested in a testing problem in which the null hypothesis specifies both the
parameters. For this problem", atest is proposed based on Fisher smethod o
combining independent tests. It is shown that the test is asymptotically optimal
in the sense of Bahadur efficiency.

' Keywords-. Random variables; uniformly most powerful unbiased test; Chi-
square distribution; strictly increasing function.

1. Introduction

Let Xj, Xg, . . . , Xn be «independent and identically distributed ran
dom variables (i.i.l r.v.s.) each having the probability density function
(p.d.f.)

where 6= (p. *), ®= {« i0 < < «>. 0 < A< Jo>. specified.
The problem is to test

//•fl; 6 £ ®o against Fi : 8 £ ® —®0)
where ®o = {6 1(i- = A="^0}, [^0 specified. ^ . ti.

We first propose two tests and combine them by Fisher s method, liie
new test thus obtained is shown to be Bahadur eflicient. For the defim-
tion of Bahadur efiiciency and related results, refer Bahadur [1]. Let

y
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V„ = K S where
1=1

Y • X= t Xiln.
• /=1 . ,

For testing = l^o against [lo, when A is unknown,
Chhikara and Folks [2] have shown that the uniformly most powerful
(UMP) unbiased test isbased onthe test statistic [1 - (!/«)] UjVn- How
ever, we propose to take f7„ as the test statistic for testing H'q against H[.

We can easily show that for testing Hq : A= Aq againstHi '.X <.
when [X is unknown, the UMP test is based on the test statistic Vn-

. It is known that U„ and F„ are independent and under V„ haschi-
square distribution with (n —1) degrees of freedom, Un has a chi-square
distribution with one degree of freedom (Tweedie [7] and Shuster [6]).
Let

e„ ^ -2 log Pe, lUn >u]-2 log Pb„ [V„ > v],

where u and v are the observed values of U„ and Vn, respectively.
According to the Fisher's method ofcombining independent tests, the

new test for testing for the original null hypothesis Ho against the alter
native Hi is given by the critical region 0n ^ C, where C is chosen to
satisfy the size condition. Since Un and Vn have chi-square distributions
under Ho, Qn can be computed easily using chi-square table. Also, it is
well known that under Ho, Qn has chi-square distribution with four
degrees offreedom. Thus the cut off point Ccan also be obtained easily.

2. Bahadur Efficiency of the Test

We now show that the test based on Qn is Bahadur efficient inthat the
exact slope, Cq„ (6), ofthe sequence oftests {Qn} is equal to

Ee log
{fix 10)

10o)
V 0 G ® — @0, (2)

where/(;c | 6) is given by the Equation (1). The following lemmas lead
to the computation of Cq„ (9).

Lemma 1. The exact slope of the sequence of tests {Un} is given by
Ci(0) = ^0 (1'^-® ^ ® ~ ®»
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Proof. Define Ul = Unl^TT. Then we can easilyi-show that
a • j(6)

>• Ao!a~^ (1 — V 6 G © —®o

Further, Y

-lim 1/n log Pb^ [U* '̂ n t]} —I • t

(see-Lemma 1;of .the.Appendix). Therefore the exact slope of.{.[/»},is
-given by

C*(0) = (1 - [A • 1^0^)''.
Since-E/^ is.a strictly:-increasing'function of [/«, {%} and {{/^}-have the
same"exact'Slope •whrchxompletes 'the proof.

Lemma 2. Ihe exact slope of {F„} is given by

C^Ce) = \ -vA-i -n --log.CAo - A-i) .¥ 9 € © -,®o

Proof 'Define = -'VJd.n'. .We ,can show.that
_-F* a-.5,(0)

i>'Ao • 'VO-e © @0 ^

•Further,

aim {-lln.lQB^Pno,[Vl> 4^- t]} = - 1- log t]
n-xa

(see Lemma 2of the Appendix). Therefore, the exact slope of {V*J is
given by

Cz(6) = Ao • A-i - 1 - log (^0 •

Since Vn is a'strictiyincreasing function, of'Fn, .{Kn} :and -{F*} have the
same exact slope-whieh-Gompletes-the^proof.

For details ofproof ofthe above lemmas, see the Appendix and also
Perng [5].

Lemma 3. The exact slope of{Qn} is given'by

Cg„(9) = Q(0) + Q(0), ^

and hence

Ce^(0) = Ao • (1 - y- • +^Ao •A-^ -1 -•'log;(Ao -A-O
V- 0 G © - ©0-
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For the proof of the first part, see littell and Folks [4] and the second
part follows from the previous lemmas.

Theorem. The test based on Qn is Bahadur efficient.

Proof. Consider V 0 G ® — ®o

Eo

log
fix I 0) 1 . , 1

= y los + y [^0 • (z- (Zo)''

Therefore, we can easily see that

log 7(^ro)
I fix I 0o)J • = (1 ~ + Ao • A-i - 1 - log Oo •A-0

= Cq„ (.0) V 0 G ® - @0, (3)

which completes the proof.

3. Concluding Remarks

The test based on Qn is thus Bahadur eiiicient and easy to compute.
Moreover, it seems that the Fisher's method considered, in this note may
yieldiBahadur efficient tests for other distributions also, if one chooses
the component test statistics suitably. For example, Durairajan [3] h^s
shown that the method yields Bahadur efficient test for the'norrnal distri
bution with unknown mean and unknown variance.
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APPENDIX

We need the following two well known formulas:

a:®-! • e-f® • dx = • e"''" • 1 + (i)

for large m; and

log r (x) =(X- y) log ---X+y log (2 Tt) +O for large x.
(ii)

Lemma If Un has a chi-square distribution with one degree offreedom,
then

lim ^ log/7 [Un > nt] = tl2

Proof, using the formula (i) given above, we have

P [Un > nt] —
nt

'1^ • ^• dx

=7r(ir («<)»"'•.r..'.[l +o(i);
for large n and fixed t. Therefore, we have

1 r < 1 _ C" . , logK ^ 2
2—— • log [Un > Kf] = — + 2n

log 1 + "(il'
n

where C is a constant independent of n. Hence the lemma.
Lemma 2.- If Vn has a chi-square distribution with (n - 1) degrees of

freedom, then •^

lim I •log P[Vn >nt] }=y ~ ^
Proof. Using the formula (i), we have

1

p[r. >»i] =22r (^"2^)
n-l

- 1

£-«/' • X " 'dx

--(I)]
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for large n and fixed t. Therefore,

-iog P[V„ >nt] =log r ( log (y)
K - 3 )log , ,

t ^ r — log
2 ' 2

Using formula (ii), we get

1 + O (i)}

- i log WF. >nt] =f [log (1- i) - i los (-^ )

which completes the proof,
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